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MINUTES OF THE 425TH MEETING OF THE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

OCTOBER 5-7, 1995
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

The 425th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
was held at Conference Room 2B3, Two White Flint North Building,
Rockville, Maryland,.on October 5-7, 1995. The purpose of this
meeting was to discuss and take appropriate action on the items
listed in the attached agenda. The meeting was open to the public,
except for a portion'that dealt with information received from a
foreign source. There were no written statements nor requests for
time to make oral statements from members of the public regarding
the meeting.

A transcript of selected portions of the meeting was kept and is
available in the NRC Public Document Room at the Gelman Building, !2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. (Copies of the transcript *

.are available for purchase from Neal R. Gross and Co., Inc., 1323
iRhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.] |
.

ATTENDEES '

ACRS Members: Dr. Thomas S. Kress (Chairman), Dr. Robert L. Seale
(Vice-Chairman) , - Dr. George Apostolakis (October 6-7 only), Mr.
James C. Carroll, Dr. Ivan Catton, Dr. Mario H. Fontana. Mr.
William J. Lindblad, Dr. Don W. Miller, Dr. Dana A. Powers, Dr.
William J. Shack, and Mr. Charles J. Wylie. (For a list of other
attendees, see Appendix III.]

I. CHAIRMAN'S REPORT (Open) .

[ Note: Dr. John T. Larkins was the Designated Federal Official for
this portion of the meeting.]

Dr. Thomas S. Kress, Committee Chairman, convened the meeting at
8:30 a.m. and reviewed the schedule for the meeting. He announced
the receipt of a copy of a letter to Chairman Jackson from Alice
Rivlin, Director of the Office of Management and. Budget, authoriz-
ing the NRC to continue to operate with four advisory committees.

II. Procomed Final Revision 1 to Reculatorv Guide 1.152. " Criteria
for Dicital Commuters in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Plants." (Open).

(Note: Mr. S. Duraiswamy was the Designated Federal Official for
this portion of the meeting.)

Dr. D. Miller of the ACRS Instrumentation, Control, and Computer
Systems Subcommittee introduced the topic to the Committee by
noting that Regulatory Guide 1.152 endorses IEEE Std. 7-4.3.2 -

~ _ _ _ . _. .. . . - . . . _ . _ - _ -._ . _ . _ _ . _
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1993, " Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear
Power Generating Stations". He stated that the original Standard
was written in 1982 and that a key item in this revision is the
reliance on IEEE Standard 603 - 1991, " Criteria for Safety Systems
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations".

NRC Staff Presentation:

Mr. Satish Aggarwal of the Electrical, Materials and Mechanical-
Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering Technology, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES), led the discussion of the
proposed Final Regulatory Guide. Mr. Matthew Chiramal of the
Division of Reactor Controls and Human Factors, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulations (NRR), provided supporting discussion.

Mr. Aggarwal reviewed background information related to the purpose
of the Regulatory Guide, the increased use of digital instrumenta-
tion and control (I&C) in existing nuclear power plants, and the
importance of developing guidance for these applications and for
possible future reactors. He highlighted advantages and disadvan-
tages of digital technology and summarized industry experience in
implementing retrofits. Significant points made during the
discussion were:

Digital technology retrofits to operating plants are voluntary#
<

but needed because of obsolete and unavailable analog equip- _{ment. Digital systems provide improved reliability and
flexibility, easier detection and handling of internal faults, !
and the ability to perform more complex functions.

'

# Key technical issues identified with the introduction of i

digital technology include: safety and reliability, software
quality assurance, common-cause software failure potential,
diversity and defense-in-depth, verification and validation,
and dedication of commercial grade computers.

e Potential problems of digital systems include: common-mode
failure in software, increased complexity in computer system
tasks, need to demonstrate reliability of standard tools for
operating systems, sensitivity of systems to plant environ-
ments, the effect on safety margins through input consolida-
tion, possible lack of experience by plant personnel in !
digital systems, commercial dedication of hardware and '

sof tware, configuration management, and design change control .

e Methods for protecting against failures include: explicit
system and sof tware specification, detailed design process and
documentation, independent verification and validation,
software safety and hazard analysis, extensive testina

- .
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programs, ccmputers " qualified for plant environment, and
configuration control.

Defense against common-cause failures is necessitated by thee
use of common software in redundant channels. Staff require-
ments for defense-in-depth and diversity are needed to address
potential software errors. The Commission has established a
position for digital I&C design certification under 10 CFR
Part 52.

e The staff Regulatory position t:ndorses IEEE 7-4.3.2 1993,-

but takes exception to Section. 5.15 with respect to the use of
quantitative reliability goals as the " sole" means of meeting
Commission requirements.

Dr. Powers questioned the staff on the applicability of the Annex
riction of the Standard. Specific discussion related to the
applicability of Annex H, Computer Reliability. The. staff stated
that the Annexes were intended to provide additional information
but were not a requirement. Dr. Miller reinforced that point by
stating that the Annexes are essential to, but are not part of the
Standard.

Mr. Carroll questioned the language in the Regulatory Guide related
to the use of quantitative reliability goals as the " sole" means of
meeting regulatory requirements. The Committee expressed the view
that the language in the staff's response to public comments was
more appropriate than that provided in the Guide. The staff agreed
and volunteered to modify the Guide.

3 The Committee extensively discussed the staff's having taken
. exception to Section 5.15 of the Standard with respect to quantita-
tive reliability goals. Members Apostolakis, Catton, Fontana,
Lindblad, and Wylie provided additional comments expressing the
view that the staff could make its point regarding the adequacy of
quantitative reliability goals for software without taking
exception to Section 5.15 of the Standard.

Conclusions

The Committee sent a letter to the Executive Director for Opera-
tions stating they had no objection to issuance of the Final
Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.152, subject to the staff's
-planned modification to better incorporate the language used in the
response to public comment.

-,w-, .-m--wp# .m, :-...av- -----.g. < g-
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III. Meetina with the Director of the Office of Nuclear Recula-
tory Research (RRO (Open)

! [ Note: Dr. M. El-Zeftawy was the Designated Federal Official for
i this portion of the meeting.]

Dr. T. Kress, Chairman, welcomed Dr. D. Morrison, Director, RES.
! Dr. Kress stated that this type of meeting between the ACRS and RES

is extremely valuable to gain perspective and emphasize agency
1 priorities. The ACRS had provided a list of items of mutual
| interest for Dr. Morrison to use as a guide for the discussion.

Dr. Morrison appreciated the Committee's invitation to discuss '

issues of importance to the NRC. The first item is the current ;budget. For FY 1996, the Energy and Water Development Appropria-
tions Bill (H.R. 1905) is appropriating $473.3 million to the NRC .

I

($52.5 million less than requested in the President's budget.) The jHigh-Level Waste (HLW) budget was reduced from $22 million to $11
'

million, and the NRC is directed. to target nuclear waste fund
dollars to the development and execution of a national interim
storage program.

Dr. Morrison emphasized that the NRC plans to reduce contract funds
rather than NRC personnel to meet budget reductions. However, RES
will absorb the greatest portion of the reductions. Contract
funding in the areas of reactor aging, advanced reactors, severe
accidents and containment performance, low-level waste (LLW) and
decommissioning, HLW, and regulation development, will be reduced--
probably by more than 25 percent. Contract - funding for steam
generator tube integrity, mechanical and electrical equipment
qualification, and operating plant performance will be increased by
approximately 25 percent. No ch'ange in contract funding is
expected in the areas of earth sciences and plant response,
control, instrumentation and human factors, and probabilistic risk
analysis (PRA).

Dr. Morrison indicated that for FY 1996, RES is maintaining
essential capabilities of expertise in the areas of thermal

;

hydraulics; materials and corrosion engineering; PRA, nondestruc-
tive examination;' civil, structural, and electrical engineering;
digital instrumentation and control systems; human factors; earth
sciences; and radiation protection. *

Dr. Morrison briefly described the RES severe accident phenomenolo-
gy and containment performance program. The research will be
focused on the following:

i e Fuel-coolant interactions, including the ability to cool ex-
vessel debris

,_ _ _ _ _ _ - __
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Lower head integrity (in-vessel core melt retention)e

e Source term (high burn-up fuel)

e Hydrogen combustion

e Improvement and maintenance of accident codes

continuation of international cooperative researche

e Support for cooperative separate effects tests to validate
,

analytical predictions of capacity reductions for degraded
|containments
!

e Assessment of ISI techniques
|
l

Development of a risk-based methodology to judge the accept-e
ability of a degraded containment

Interaction with industry consensus code organizationse

Dr. Morrison added that RES will conduct approximately 30 active
rulemakings annually according to the agency plan.

Dr. Morrison described briefly the function of the Nuclear Safety |Research Review Committee (NSRRC). The NSRRC was formed pursuant
to a recommendation made by the National Research Council in its

i1986 report, " Revitalizing Nuclear Safety Research". The NSRRC
provides advice to the Director of RES and through him, the
Commission, on matters of overall management importance in the
direction of the NRC nuclear safety research program. The
activities of the NSRRC include:

The assessment of and recommendations concerning the likeli-*

hood of the safety research program meeting the needs of the
regulatory users of research

The appropriateness of the longer range research programs ande
the correctness of their direction
Whether the best people are performing research at the beste
places--free of bias

In addition, the NSRRC conducts specialized studies when requesta2
by the Commission or the Director of RES.

Mr. John Craig, Deputy Director, Division of Engineering, F-
briefed the Committee regarding the maintenance .o f techn. .
capability in RES. He stated that a task group was formed in -
Spring of 1995 to define the level of effort that would prov: :- .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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broad-based, credible, independent, analytical capability in the
year 2000. Currently, RES is discussing this issue with senior
managers from AEOD, NMSS, and NRR. Mr. Craig noted that the role
of National Laboratories is changing and there is a shift in
selected nonexperimental tasks to RES staff. The factors that are
af fecting the maintenance of technical expertise in the NRC are
reduced staffing levels, retirement, and reduced budget. The
factors affecting the National Laboratories are reduced staffing
levels, reduced budget, and an increased amount of work for the
nuclear industry with potential conflict-of-interest. The current
RES activities to maintain technical capability include:

e RES program plan development and review that defines short and
long-term research needs, key research facilities /etaffing,
and new technical issues

e Increased cooperation between offices to better utilize staff .

capabilities

e Use of international efforts

e Upgrade and improve staff technical capabilities

Dr. Ralph Meyer, RES, briefly summarized high burnup fuel issues
and research activities. He stated that a substantial margin was
known to exist for low burnup cores relative to the cladding
failure criterion of 170 Cal /G and the fuel fragmentation-coolabil-
ity criterion of 280 Cal /G. The best-estimate calculations by
laboratories and vendors show that energy depositions on the order
of 15 Cal /G can be achieved in high burnup cores. The data suggest
that fuel pellet fragmentation may also occur at low energies due
to fission-gas-driven grain boundary separation. The RES technical
insights on this issue are:

e Loss of ductility due to high localized concentrations of
hydrides in the cladding appear to be the cause of low energy
brittle fractures

e Effect of narrow pulses and nontypical coolant conditions in i

test programs may be relatively unimportant, provided tran-
sient heat flow is analyzed appropriately

e Each of the three integral test programs (SPERT, CABRI, NSRR)
that have tested zircaloy-clad high burnup fuel has found one
specimen that failed at very low energy. All of these
failures had high concentrations of hydrides.

Dr. Meyer stated that RES is planning to develop and propose ( i r.
about a year) revised fuel damage criteria for reactivity insertier
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accidents that will not be excessively conservative and that will
allow credit for newer fuel and cladding designs.

Mr. Wayne Hodges, RES, outlined research needs for advanced plants, |license renewal, and digital instrumentation and control (I&C).
For the advanced plants, the outstanding remaining research issues
are:

* Adequacy of thermal-hydraulic codes |
.

1
e Completion of severe 1 accident code modifications i

e Code validation for SBWR

e Verification of scaling rationale

o Passive hydrogen recombustion testing
l

e AP-600 containment diffusion' flame loads

e cavity flooding, fuel coolant interactions

e Digital control / software reliability

Examples of ongoing research needs related to license renewal are:
reactor pressure vessel integrity, environmental qualification of
electric cables, and steam generator tube degradations. An example
of a potential research issue is the response of aged systems, j
structures, and components to seismic loads. Some of the potential I

research needs regarding digital I&C include a strategic plan for
reviews - of total I&C systems, review guidance on new interface
technologies, acceptance criteria, software testing methods, and

i

adequacy of training and qualification requirements for operators. |

Mr. Charles Ader, RES, briefly outlined the severe accident closure
issue. He stated that SECY-88-147 provided a plan for integration
and closure of severe accident issues. Six main elements of the
plan are:

e Individual plant examinations

e Containment performance improvements

e Improved plant operations

e Severe Accident Research Program

o External events

e Accident management

- - - _ _ - - - . _ _ - _ _ __. . _ _ _ _ _ .- . . - - - - --
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! The Severe Accident Resear'ch Program has a two-fold long-term focus
as follows:

Reduce uncertainties in the areas of hydrogen transport ande
combustion, fuel coolant interactions, debris coolability,
including lower head coolability, and fission product release ,

,

and transport. i

1e Maintain capabi.lity to evaluate severe accident issues, '

i including improving and maintaining severe accident computer ;codes,
i

The industry, through the Nuclear Energy Institute, has agreed to |

implement an t.ccident management program which is scheduled to be
. completed by ';he end of 1998. |

Conclusion

The Committee thanked Dr. Morrison and his staff for a very '

valuable presentation. .This briefing was for information only. ,

,

IV. National Academy of Sciences / National Research Council Study
on "Dioital Instrumentation and Control Systems in Nuclear

;, Power Plants. Safety and Reliability" - Phase 1 (Open)
,

(Note: Mr. S. Duraiswamy was the Designated Federal Official for
this portion of the meeting.]

.

Dr. D. Miller, Chairman of the ACRS Instrumentation, Control, and |

{
Computer Systems Subcommittee, introduced the topic to the
Committee by summarizing past ACRS and Commission interest in

;

digital instrumentation and control (I&C) for retrofits to current :
operating plants and for future reactors. He introduced Dr. '

Douglas Chapin, Chairman of the National Academy of Sciences /
Nationa3 Research Council (NAS/NRC) Committee, who presented the
results of the Phase 1 study. I

NAS/NRC Presintation:

Dr. Chapin reviewed the background related to the application of
digital systems in nuclear power plants; the interest of the ACRS,
NRC Commission and staff in resolving safety and reliability I

i issues; and the identification of key issues and regulatory
approaches needed for the NRC to resolve and accept applications
for this rapidly changing technology. He highlighted the M /NRC
Committee membership and plans to add two additional memb w for
Phase 2. Significant points made during the-discussion were:

|

i

-. . - , . ._- .. - - - _ - - .
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e Phase 1 Task Statement: Define important safety and reliability )issues (concerning hardware, software, and human-machine ;interf aces) that arise from the introduction of digital technol- i

ogy to nuclear power plant operations under normal, transient,
'Iand accident conditions.

I

e Phase 1 Results: Identification of six key technical and two
strategic issues:

Technical Issues:

e Sof tware Quality Assuratice
e Common-Mode Sof tware Fa.ilure Potent tal
e System Aspects of Digital I&C Technology
e Human Factors and Human-Machine Interfaces
e Safety and Reliability Assessment Methods
e Dedication of Commercial Off-the-Shelf Hardware and

Software

Strategic Issues:

* Case-by-Case Licensing Process
e Adequacy of NRC Technical Infrastructure

o Phase 2 Task Statement: Ident!.fy criteria for review and accep-
tance of digital I&C for both retrofit reactors and new reactors
of advanced design; charact.erize and evaluate alternative
approaches to certification ara licensing of this technology; iand recommend guidelines for the NRC to certify (or license) and |regulate this technology, including means for identifying and i

addressing future developments. j,,

e Phase 2 Approach and Schedule - Add two Committee members (a
former NRC Commissioner and a digital I&C expert from outside i

the nuclear industry) ; completion of the Phase 2 study by
September 30, 1996, including a final report.

Mr. Carroll questioned the absence of environmental stressors
(electromagnetic e.nd radiofrequency interferences (EMI/RFI),
electrical grounding, smoke, etc.) from the list of key issues.
Dr. Chapin stated that environmental stressors were an important
consideration but they did not rise to the level of a key technical
issue. The Committee extensively discussed this issue and
expressed the view that it was still an important issue that the ;

staff must address although it need not be raised to the level of i
a key issue for the Phase 2 study. '

Mr. Lindblad questioned the apparent fccus of the presentation on
plant retrofits as opposed to the needs associated with potentla;
future reactors. Dr. Chapin stated that both are addressed in the

_-
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report and emphasized that any new reactors would most certainly-
use digital technology.

Subsequent to the presentation, the Members extensively discussed
the schedule for completion of the Phase 2 study. The Committee
expressed concern regarding the potential for the staff to issue
the Standard Review Plan (SRP) and associated regulatory guides
prior.to completion of the Phase 2 report.

Conclusions

The Committee decided to send a letter to the NRC Chairman
indicating agreement that the issues identified in the Phase 1
report will be-important considerations as digital technology is
used more extensively at nuclear power plants. In the letter, the
Committee expressed continuing belief that environmental stressors
are an important issue that the staff must address as it develops
regulatory guidance for digital systems. However, the Committee
considered it part of the broader issue of environmental qualifica-
tion of safety-related equipment, and it does not need to be a key
issue in the Phase 2 study. The Committee is concerned about the
potential. conflict between the Phase 2 completion schedule-and the
staff's schedule for issuing the Standard Review Plan (SRP) and
associated regulatory ~ guides. The Committee believes it is iimportant that the SRP and other regulatory guidance benefit from i

the insights in the Phase 2 report. I

V. Hooe Creek Nuclear Power Plant, Partial Loss of Shutdown
Coolina Event (Open)

(Note: Mr. P. Boehnert was the Designated Federal Official for
this portion of the meeting.]

Introduction

Mr. J. Carroll, Cognizant ACRS Member, introduced this topic to the
Committee. He noted, in passing, that the NRC staff has issued an
Information Notice pertaining to an event that occurred recently at
the Limerick nuclear power plant which resulted in the clogging cf
one of more recirculation pump strainers located in the suppressicn
pool. This event is noteworthy in light of NRR's pending regulat:-
ry actions vis-A-vis the B&rsebaeck strainer clogging event.

NRC Presentation

Mr. A. Chaffee, NRR, introduced the speakers and personnel pres -

to discuss the subject event.
,

1

i
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.

Mr. J Trapp, Region I Office, briefed the Committee on the
background, sequence of events, and significant findings of the NRC
Special Inspection Team. He also introduced members of the Team,
of which he was the Leader, who were present at this briefing.

Hope Creek was shut down on the evening of July 7, 1995; on July 8 t

the reactor operators cracked open the recirculation pump discharge
valve (F031B), due to concerns regarding thermal binding.

; Approximately 2000 gpm, of a total shutdown cooling flow of 10,000
gpm, were diverted around the RHR heat exchanger. Over the next
one-plus days, two unintended mode changes occurred as the
operators took various actions to close the discharge valve. The
event was terminated on the morning of July 9 with the closure of
Valve F031B.,

Significant Team findings included the-following:

e onshift communications and command and control during the
event were less than adequate'-

e Procedure usage by operators was inadequate
1e Monitoring and assessment of plant indications by the opera-

tors were inadequate; the operators should have concluded that
a Mode change had occurred.

e Procedure quality and operator training were found wanting

e Plant management did not correctly assess the event'.s safety
significance

e Event reporting to the NRC was inadequate.

Concerning the safety significance of the event, the Team concluded
that the plant instrumentation and procedures did not provide
adequate guidance for determining and maintaining the average
reactor coolant system fluid temperature. It was also noted that I
two of the three fission product barriers were either not in place
(vessel head vent opened) or were degraded (the auto-closure of
containment vents was inoperable).

Regrading the event's generic implications, Mr. Hodge, NRR, noted
that NRC has an Information Notice under development, and a meeting
will be held with the BWR Owners Group. The need for additional
regulatory action is also being evaluated.

Dr. Catton indicated that organizational factors played a signifi-
cant role in this event; Mr. Carroll agreed. In response to a
question from Mr. Carroll, Mr. Trapp noted that the Hope Creek
licensee intends to keep the vessel water level at a height that

--
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l

will ensure a natural circulation fluid coupling between the core;

| and the vessel annulus, j

l

Prior-to recess, Mr. Carroll thanked the presenters for a job well-
,

| done. |

| .

VI. Foreion Reactor Events Involvino Human Factor Issues
! (Open/ Closed)
1
l 1
'

[ Note: Mr. N. Dudley was the Designated Federal Official for this
portion of the meeting.]

Mr. J. Carroll, Chairman of the Human Factors Subcommittee, opened
the session by noting that the presentation followed previous ;

briefings concerning event assessments.
'

AEOD Presentation:

Dr. D. Ross, AEOD, briefed the Committee on events discussed during j
! the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) Fourteenth Annual Meeting of

Principle Working Group No. 1 held in Paris, France, the week of
i

September 18, 1995, and during International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) meetings. Dr. Ross explained the purpose, scope, and
interaction between the incident reporting systems of the NEA and
the IAEA. He noted that these discussions had been remarkably
candid. Results of the incident reporting systems are disseminated

| by rapid exchanges, annual meetings, and generic studies. The
! incident reports are labeled " foreign proprietary" and the
, databases are treated as proprietary, which promotes a candid and
| open exchange of information and views. The remainder of the
| meeting was closed. Minutes of the closed portion of the meeting
| are provided in Attachment VI.

|
[ ATTACHMENT REMOVED - FOIA EX(b) (4)]

Conclusions

The Committee took no action based on this informational briefing. :

| VII. Sucolement 5 to Generic Letter 88-20, IPE for External Events

| for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities (Open)
| I

[ Note: Dr. M. El-Zeftawy was the Designated Federal Official for
this portion of the meeting.]

'

! Mr. W. Lindblad, Chairman of the Extreme External Phenomena
| Subcommittee, indicated that the purpose of this session was to
i hear presentations by and hold discussions with the NRC staff

regarding Supplement 5 of Generic Letter (GL) 88-20. This GL'

'

addresses individual plant examinations (IPE) of external events

_
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for severe accident vulnehabilities. The purpose of Supplement 5
to the GL is to notify the licensees of modifications in the recom '
mended scope of seismic reviews that are performed as part of

[individual plant examinations of external events (IPEEEs) and to
provide guidance to licensees who wish to voluntarily modify their !
previously committed seismic IPEEE programs.

Mr. J.T. Chen, RES, stated that on June 28, 1991, the NRC issued GL
88-20, Supplement 4. The GL requested all licensees to perform an
IPEEE to find plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents ,

caused by external events and report the results to the NRC.
Plants in the Central and Eastern U.S. have been assigned to ,

appropriate review categories (plant bins) primarily according to I

a comparison of available seismic hazard results.

The hazard results used in the binning process included those
published in 1989 by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The NRC
established the bins because of thenlarge inherent uncertainties in
the probabilistic estimation of seismic hazard. Using this
approach, the staff compared the relative seismic hazard of the 69
Central and Eastern U.S. plants, and assigned each plant to one of
four bins for the seismic margins method (reduced-scope, 0.3g
focused-scope, 0.3g full-scope, and 0.5g bin).
In 1994, based on a re-elicitation of LLNL . ground-motion and
seismicity experts, the staff published revised seismic hazard
results. The new LLNL mean hazard estimates are lower than the
1989 LLNL results but higher than the EPRI estimates.

Based on these revised hazard estimates, NGI advocated that most
focused-scope plants should instead perfor.n reduced-scope studies
as part of the seismic IPEEE. NEI also stated that each licensee

,

is responsible for proposing the most cost-effective program to i

satisfy the seismic IPEEE request consistent with the level of j
seismic hazard at the specific site. Seven licensees have informed '

NRC of their intent to revise their IPEEE commitments.

NRC contracted with Energy Research, Inc. (ERI), to perform a
seismic study to reassess whether consideration of the new LLNL
seismic hazard estimates would significantly change the original
binning results, and would warrant adjusting the seismic scope and
guidelines of the seismic IPEEE review. The latter effort wotid
also require the determination of how the scope should be modified
and the justification for such modifications.

The staff evaluated the ERI reassessment, the peer review group s
,

comments, the NEI white paper, and public comments received. Tne
staff concluded that (1) licensees may use the revised LLNL seismic

.

hazard estimates instead of the 1989 LLNL seismic hazard estimates 2
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1

1

in 'he seismic PRA, and (2) the scope of the seismic IPEEE may be |

med! #ied for all focused-scope and full-scope pla.nts by eliminating
the need to calculate the capacity of certain generally rugged
componenu er certain site effects that would not be significant

;

contributors tc' seismic severe-accident risk or would not result in '

cost-beneficial improvements . The justification for this reduction
in the seismic review scope is that the perceived seismic hazard
estimates and associated risks have decreased. Supplement 5 to GL !

88-20 was issued on September 8, 1995.
|
!

Conclusion
I

This briefing was for information only.

VIII. EXECUTIVE SESSION (Open)

(Note: Dr. J. Larkins was the Designated Federal Official for this
portion of the meeting.]

A. Reports and Letter

Faticue Action Plan (Report to The Honorable Shirley A. Jackson,
Chairman, NRC, from T. S. Kress, Chairman, ACRS, dated October
16, 1995)

National Academy of Sciences / National Research Council Study on
"Dicital Instrumentation and Control Systems in Nuclear Power
Plants. Safety and Reliability Issues" - Phase I (Report to The
Honorable Shirley A. Jackson, Chairman, NRC, from T. S. Kress,
Chairman, ACRS, dated October 13. 1995)

Prorosed' Final Revision 1 to Re latorv Guide 1.152. " Criteria
for Dicital Commuters in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants"
(Letter to James M. Taylor, Executive Director for Operations,
NRC, from T. S. Kress, Chairman, ACRS, dated October 13, 1995)

B. Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations |

[ Note: Mr. Sam Duraiswamy was the Designated Federal Official
for this portion of the meeting.]

The Committee discussed the response from the NRC Executive
Director for Operations dated September 13, 1995, responding to
the ACRS letter dated July 20, 1995, concerning resolution of
Generic Safety Issue 83, " Control Room Habitability."

The committee decided that the response did not address the ACRS
concern that it is inappropriate to reduce conservatism in the

,

guidance on acceptable means of assessing design-basis accidents |
without first quantifying the decrease in the margins that j

l
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i

result from the change. In the instance of Generic Safety Issue
83, the Committee is willing to accept the implied assumption
that the proposed resolution provides an acceptable level of

.

risk. However, the Committee continues to believe that resolu-
tion of such issues should include explicit considerations of
risk, and plans to consider this issue at a later time.
C. Report on the Meeting of the Planning and Procedures

Subcommittee Held on October 4 1995 (Open) |

The Committee heard a report from Dr. Kress on the Planning and '

Procedures Subcommittee meeting held on October 4, 1995. The
following items were discussed:

1. MRETING OF AD HOC ACRS/ACNN CONSULTATION PANEL |

John Larkins and Carol Harris met with the Panel, consisting
of Ronald Scroggins, OC, Patricia Norry, ADM, Paul Bird, OP,
and Steven Burns, OGC. Edward Halman, ADM, and Sharon
Connelly, OC, also attended.

* The Panel discussed the ACRS/ACNW staff's role and ADM's
oversight responsibility with respect to Member procure-
ments/ reimbursements and the use of the PankCard. OGC will
decide whether ACRS/ACNW staff can be the approving
official for members using the BankCard. For other
purchases, the ACRS/ACNW office will make a recommendation
whether to approve purchases by Members, and Division of
Contracts will act on those recommendations.

e The appropriate forms will be distributed to Members who
indicated a need for office equipment or secretarial /cleri-
cal services.

e Mr. Burns reiterated OGC's objection to including the
waiver process as specified in the law for office use of
the home in the revised Employment Conditions Memorandum,
as waivers were not likely to be endorsed by OGC nor
approved by the Commission, and the waiver process is
already described in the Members' Handbook.

e Mr. Burns also addressed the subject of contracting fer
secretarial services directly with a Member's company. f
the Member is a principal or has a substantial financia;
interest .in the. firm, a contract with that firm f:r
secretarial services would be a conflict of interest. Th.e
opinion does not affect contracting with universities !r
secretarial or clerical assistance.

|

-
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1

1
; ' conclusion

. ,I

{ Dr. Larkins will ask the Office of Administration to spell out
i the employment conditions that would apply if a Member were to j

(i receive a waiver to employ a spouse for secretarial services. '

! Dr. Larkins will also request guidance on any limitations on
1 personal use of a government-purchased computer.

$ 2. PROPOSED GUIDANCE ON PERSONAL FINANCIAL HOLDINGS,

!

A proposed rule has been forwarded to ACRS/ACNW for comment.
This rule would clarify and simplify the guidance for Advisory4

' Committee Members on financial holdings. ACRS staff prepared
i a memorandum to OGC with our comments.
i
l Conclusion
!

When the staff receives the OGC analysis of this proposed<

j rule, it will be forwarded to the members of the Subcommittee.
s When the proposed rule is final, ACRS Members will receive a

copy.
;.

i
3. TRAVEL GUIDELINES

e As a result of projected budget cuts, some guidelines on
|

domestic travel by Members is required. Members were to I;
j. provide comments to Sam Duraiswamy prior to the November
j meeting.
:

. |
1 * As no comments were received on the Foreign Travel Guide-
i lines distributed at the last~ meeting, the Guidelines are
| final and will apply to all FY 1996 travel.

} conclusion |

1

! The final Foreign Travel Guidelines will become effective on
October 6, following the Full Committee meeting. The Domestic,

Travel Guidelines will be approved at the November meeting.:

I 4. STRATEGIC PLANNING / ASSESSMENT
I
j e Four Members commented on the Strategic Plan Strawman
} proposed by Dr. Kress.
i

-

; e The ACRS/ACNW Office responded to a September 19, 1995
{ request to prepare a submittal for Chairman Jackson's

Strategic Assessment and rebaselining initiative, including<

i a description of activities for each organizational unit,
i the underlying requirements or rationale for each activity,
j and the internal and external factors that might affect
1

i '

1 *

.

. . _ . , .
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these activities over the next 5 and 10 years. The submit-
tal will be distributed to ACRS members.

Conclusion

A copy of the final submittal is being distributed to ACRS
members. A proposed approach to the development of an ACRS
Strategic Plan will be discussed by the Full Committee.

5. FUTURE ACTIVITIES
[See separate handout)

6. MEMBERS' ISSUES
[ Issues may be brought up by members]

No member issues were raised.

D. Future ACRS Activities

In addition to those items placed on the agenda for the 426th
Meeting (see Appendix IV) and those items addressed in
Memoranda to the Executive Director for Operations (see
Section X.A.), the following issues were proposed for future
ACRS meetings:

e The ACRS will meet with Chairman Jackson and with the NRC j
Commission in separate meetings during the 427th meeting, |
to be held on December 7-9, 1995.

'

e The ACRS will also meet Mr. William T. Russell, Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, during the 427th
meeting.

E. Future Meetina Acenda

Appendix IV summarizes the proposed items endorsed by the
Committee for the 426th ACRS Meeting, November 2-4, 1995.

The 425th ACRS meeting was adjourned at 12:05 p.m. on October 7,
1995.

_ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _
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APPENDIX I
49294 - Federal Register / Vel. 80. No.184 / Friday. September 22, 1995 / Notices

Enviremmental Assessement a5ect nonrediologial plant edluents Advisory Conwentes on Reactor
talIdentificadon offropoemd Adion

. c",,, Moseng Agende

h proposed actica is la. to that there are no =imain,... In ecoordance with the purposes of
the licensee's applkstles detal nonradiologim! en'vironmental impacts sections 29 and 182b. of the Atomic
September 19,1994, for mumption from eseadated with the proposed acdon Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 2039,2232b), the
the requirements of 10 GR 50.71(e)(4) Advisory enmmittee on Reactor
regardi submlamica of twissons to the Afternattwo to the Propowd Action will hold a meeting on
Final Analysis Report (FSAR) e O'* 5-7.1995,in Conference RoomSince the nmmiaminn has concluded
and design change reports for facility there is no measurable environmental T-283,11545 Rockville Pike, Rockville,
changes made under 10 CFR 50.59 for impact namnr4ata,I with the g Maryland b date of this meeting was
the CPSES. Under the proposed action, any alternatives wita equal or Prwtously pubhahed in the Federal
exemption the limnase would schedul* ter envimamentalimpact need not Register on Tuesday, August 22,1995
updates to the sin 6 e, unified FSAR for waluaud. As an alternadve to b (60 FR 43619).1

the two units that emprise CPSES once proposed action, the staH ccasidered m ,, day'r),eA = 5,1995per fuel cycle (haanti on the unit with denial of the proposed action. Denial of
the shortest interval between scheduled the application would result in no 8:30 cm.-#:45 om ning
refueling outages). With the current fuel change in cunent environmental Remarks by the ACRS airman
cycles, FSAR updates would be impacts. b savimamental impacts of (Open)-b ACRS Chainnan will make
submitted every 18 months. b proposed acdon and the alternadve opening remarks regarding conduct of

The Needfor the Proposed Action action are aimnar b **0'"*

to CFR 50.71(e)(4) requirse licensees Alternative Use offleeources
~

,,g, og cu re t
.

session, the committee will
to submit updates to their UFSAR This acdon does not involve b uso discuss priorities for preparation of
within 6 months after each refueling of any resources not previously ACRS reports.
outage providing that the interval consided in b Final Envirnamental 8:45 a.m.-20:25 cm.: Proposed Final
between successive updates does not * Stamment for b comancha Peak Sham lievision 2 to llegulatory Guide 2.252,
avr==ri 24 months. Since CPSES Units Electric Station. dated October 1989. "CriteriaforProgmmnde Dignal
1 and 2 share a common FSAR. the Computer Systems Software in Safety.
licaneee must update the same A8encies and Persons Consulted llelated Systems of NuclearPower

in accordance with its stated poucy, Plants."(Open)--b committee will |document within 6 months after a
refueling outage for either unit. CPSES on August 10,1995, the staH ansulted hear presentations by and hold
units have alternating refuehng outages, with the Texas State ofBeial, Mr. Authur discussions with representatives of the
thus linking the submittal of the update Tate of the Texas Department of Health, NRC staH rsgarding the proped final
to the completion of one unit's refuelin8 Bureau of Radiation Control, regarding zwiston 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.152.
outage when the other unit is scheduled the environmentalimpact of the Representadves of the industry will
for a refueling outage within six to proposed action. The State ofBcial had Participate, as appropriate.
twelve months is an administrative no comments. 20:30 cm.-22:JO p.m.' Meding with
burden which does not enhance the Director of the Office ofNuclear
achieving the purpose of the rule. Finding of No Signine==t laspect flegulatory flesearch (flES) (Open)-The
Allowing the exemption would Based upon the environmental rammittm will hear presentations by
maintain the CPSES FSAR current assessment, the Cm=iadon concludes and hold discussions with the RES
within 24 months of the last revision that the proposed action will not have Dtrodor on items of snutual interest,
and would not exceed the 24-month a signinr=n' eflect on the quality of b including:
interval for submiesion of the 10 CFR humanenvironment. Accordingly,the * Omview of the RES program
50.59 design change report for either Commission has determined not to support for FY 1996. Impact of
unit. prepare an environmentalimpact the p bvdget reduction on

EnvironmentalImpacts of the Proposed statement for the proposed salon. continuing and proposed research
Actj0" For further details with respect to the N

proposed acdon, m b honese's later * Role of the ACRS and NSRRC in
% Comminen has empimed its dated September 19,1994, which are reviewing NRC research programs

evaluation of the proposed action and available for public inspection at the a High Burnup FuelIssues/Research
concludes that the change will not Commission's Public Document Room, activities
increase the prah=Wy er consequences b Gehnan Building,2120 L Street. * Maintenanr= of technical
of accidents,no are being made NW., Washington, DC, and et the local capability:
in 6 types of any ts that may be public document room lar=*ari et the --et NRC
released offsite, and there is no

University of Texas at Arlington IJbrary. -et su laboratories (focus on a
significant increase in the allowable 702 College, P.O. Bax 19497, Arlington, few )
individual or cumulative tional TX 76019. * Development of supportin

b "'De ed et le, Maryland, this 12th day
g gjPwnber

.
c regui do s:Comm i that the are no

=i-niMe=a' radiological envimamental
im'pects . or.f a,ad with the propoemd For the Nuclear Ragulatory cr==lem --test cases

ecuan. Theadry J. Peach, -hman facton
With regard to potential

.
Propd Manager. Proper Dructoruse'1V-2, wrganknNonal facon

nonrediological impacta, the proposed DMaaon ofshociar Propete Wly. o# Ice of * Potential research needs in b
ction does involve features located NucteerJIsactorfissulation. following areas:*

atirely within the restrided area as (FR Doc,95-23539 Filed 9-21-95 4:45 anal -edvans=rl planta
defined in 10 CFR Part 20. It does not sums aces - -plant hie ar'aamion

+
. .

.
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WIWint se andcomtml expected freen the NRC Recutive Mr. Sea Duraiewamy, Qdef. Nuclear
'

* Seesusanddest=ctosessf' Director for Operations to ~====*= Renssem Branch.at least Sve days |2:J0pm -Jsspaupa-ma and :======d=*ia== lacinded in beiere the mesdagif poesh, so that,

'0 1 Pm.: Report o to the " " "'I d a O'and Procedures Sdw=fne
-

lastrumenestica and Censpel. n-me==
TecAnalogy to NuclearPhaserMonts (Open/ bh Comuntttee wtB ma ne for oud Use of edD.

"" **d I*I''I
,resen,a,ic.s h, a.d hou discussion. ,rocedu,es mi,,es om ma. ors dunn. me -7 w'I** ""'''
(OpenHN r== nee == will hear hear a repost of the Planning and lundted-4

,

with the Chairman of the NAS related to the conduct of ACRS selected perdcas of se moedag as
.

! Committee, which was' formed to study business, and cryani=*ional and determined by the Chairman.
. digital lac issues, regarding the Radings Personnel matters relating to the 40ts Informaden agarding the tim to be set

and -==da.<a a of NAS centained staNmemben. aside for this purpose may in obtained'
,

in its Phase Ireport. A portion of & esselon may be by contesting the Odef of the Nuclear
Representatives of the NRC staN wiu closed to discuss ery==i=*ia==I and Reactore Brand or to the meeting. In

participets, as appropriate. personnel mettaen that relate solely to view of the that the schedule
'|

3:25 pm.-4:45 pm.: Shutdown the la*=rmal personnel rules and for AQts meetings may be adjusted by |Cooling Bypass 8%ent at Hope Quak pracdcas of & Advisory r-=en the Chairman as necessary to facilitate ,

Nuclear Pfent (Open) 'the Comunattee and maatste the islease of which would the conduct of the meeting, persons| .

wiH hear pneontations by and hold constitute a clearly unwarranted planning to attend should check with
'

discussions with representatives of the invasion of personal privacy. the Chief of the Nuclear Reactors Branch
NRC stasregarding the Radings and 1:45 pm.-2:25 pm.:Fueme A qts if such rascheduHas would ruult inI m==adations of the Special Activities (Open)-b Connaittee wiH major inceav== Imam
la=I=*i- Team that evaluated the July discuss the recommendations of the

| 8.1995 shutdown cooling bypass event Planning and Procedures Salw===ittee In accordance with Subsection to(d)
at the Hope Creek Nuclear Plant. regarding items proposed for Pub. I- 93-es3, I have determined that

Representatives of the industry will consideration by the full Comunittee it is necessary to close portions of this4

participate, as appropriate. during fbture meetings. meeting noted abow to discuss metters
2:25 4:45 pm.:Properation o that mlated solely to the internal5:00 p.m.-6:45 pm.: Preparation of

Reports (Open)-.h c-mie f.AQts personnel rules and practices of &AQlS fleports (Open)-b rn==ittes wgil-
will discuss proposed ACRS reports on matinue its discussion of proposed Advisory c==inaa per 5 U.S.C.
matters considered during this m ACRS reports on matters ~= aid-ed 552b(c)(2),to discuss information
as well as p ACRSro on during this meeting, including those on Provided in ra=Adaaca by a foreign
resolution of oric Safety 7s, the proposed resolution of Ceneric sounn per 5 U.S.C. 552b(c)(4), and to
"Mmitoring of Fatigue Transient Limits Safety Issue 78 and on Fatigue Action discuss mattsee the release of which
for me Reactor Coolant System." and on Plan, would canadtute a clearly unwarranted
Fatigue Action Plan proposed by the
NRC staN. Saturday, October 7,2006 invasion of personal privacy por 5

U.S.C. 552b(c)(6)
8:30 a.m.-10:00 cm.: Preparation ofFriday, October s, toes ACRS Reports (Open)--h Comunittes Further information regarding topics

8:30 a.m.-d:35 om.: Opening will continue discussion of to be di===d whether the meeting
Remorts by the ACRS Chairman ACRS reports on matters const has been c===Had or macheduled, the
(Open)-b ACRS Chairman will make during this meeting, and on other Chairman's ruling on requests for the
opening remarks regarding conduct of mattere noted above. opportunist to t oral statenwnts

.

the meeting 10:25 a.at.-12:45 pm.: Strategic and the time therefore can be 1

8:30 am.-10:00 am.: Foreign Reactor Pfannhts (Open)-h rantaittee will alvaland by -- "=5Mr. Sam |
Events Involving Human factor lesues discuss items that are ofimportance to Duraiswamy, Cidef. Nuclaar Ranctore
(Open/ Comed)--h Committee will the NRC. lacluding rebaselining of the Branch (telephone 301-415-7364),
hear reprenantations by and hold Comunittee activities for FY 96-e7. between 7:30 am. and 4:15 p.m. EDT.
discussions with mpresentatives of the ' 12:45 pm.-2:00pm#'aa=#asweus
NRC staNregarding reactor (Open)-b canmittee will discuss ACRS meeting notices, meeting

events involving human lasues. mattere considered during this meeting transcripts, and letter reports am now

A portion of this sessimamey be and mattere considered but not available on FedWorld from the "NRC |

MAIN N,, Gact Gal Access
closed to discuss indar-ass == psovkled completed during previous meetings as
in confidence by a fuselyn meseca, tisme and availability ofinformation number to FedWorld is (800) 303-9672;

10:25 cm.-12:45 ameSlsppiament 5 permit. the local direct dial number is 703-32b
to Generic Istter 84-20. JPEjbr Esternal Proemdures for the conduct of and 3339.

,

I Eventsfor Severe Accident Participation in ACRS meetings were Desad: Sspeseber te, tees.'

Vulnerabihties (Open)-h rammittee 79- d in the Federal Eagister on m g,, geens,
will hear presentations by and hold October 5,1994 (59 FR 50780). la 3N % . . - - , *discussions with representatives of the accordance with these procaduma, mal '

p Ms-23m Mind >21-n sas eMNRC staff regarding Supplement 5 to or written statements may be passented
Ceneric Letter 86.-20. by mesaberg of the public, elecaronic manosseame*n ,

Representatives of the inaustry will recordings will be permitted only
i parHe4pasa, as ap to. during the open portions of the meeting, i

!2:45 a.at.-12. and may be asked only by* '

ReconciBation of ACRS Commener and of the Committee,its
Reconynendations (Open)-N raamile==en and star. Persons desiring .

rm==ittee will discuse responses to make oral statements should notify

a
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o UNITED STATES,y NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONo
'! I ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS* 8 wAsWNGTON, D. C. 20666.

\ *****/ September 25, 1995
.

SCIEDULE AND OUTLINE FOR DISCUSSION
425th ACES MEETING
OCTOBER 5-7, 1995

Thesday, October 5, 1995. Conference Po e 2B3, Two White Flint North,
Rockville, )laryland 'j

3R
1) 8:30 - 8:S'A.M. Onenina Ramarks by the AGA Chairman (Open)

1.1) Opening Statement (TSK/SD)
1.2) Items of (,'urrent Interest

(TSK/JTL/SO) J

1.3) Priorities for Preparation of ACRS
Reports (TSK/SD)

10: A.M. Procosed Final Revision 1 to Reaulatory
2) 8: -

Guide 1.152. " Criteria for Proc rammable
TAB 2 ----------------- Dicital Cnmnuter Svstama Software in Safetv-

Related Svstama of Nuclear Power Plants."
(Open) (DWM/DHC/MM)
2.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman
2.2) Briefing by and discussions with

representatives of the NRC staff
regarding the proposed final revision
1 to Regulatory Guide 1.152.

Representatives of the industry will
participate, as appropriate. ;

10:15- - 10:39 A.M. BREAK

10:3h - 12: h P.M. Meetina with the Director of the Office of3) Nuclear Reculatorv Research (RES) (Open)
(TSK/MME)TAB 3 ------------------ Remarks by the ACRS Chairman3.1
3.2) Briefing by and discussions with !

Ithe RES Director on items of mutual
interest, including: |

e Overview of the RES program -
support budget for FY 1996.
Impact of the proposed budget
reduction on continuing and
proposed research programs.

Role of the ACRS and NSRRC ine
reviewing NRC research programs

7
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e High Burnup Fuel Issues /Research
activities

'e Maintenance of technical capa-
bility:

- at NRC
at supporting laboratories-

(focus on a few labs)

e Development of supporting informa-
tion for risk-based regulations
and performance-based regulations:

- test cases
human factors-

organizational factors-

e Potential research needs
regarding:

advanced plants-

- plant life extension
digital instrumentation and-

control

e Severe accident " closure"

So L
12:30 - 1:39 P.M. LUNCH

4) 1:36 - 3:0 P.M. National Academy of Sciences LNAS) and
Encineerina Study on Anolication of Dicital

TAB.4 --------------- Instrumentation and control (I&C) Technolocy
to Nuclear Power Plants (Open) (DWM/DHC/MM)
4.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman
4.2) Briefing by and discussions with the

Chairman of the NAS Committee, which
was formed to study digital I&C is-
sues, regarding the findings and
recommendations of NAS contained in
its Phase I report.

Representatives of the NRC staff will
|participate, as appropriate.

3:I 9
26Y

3:$5 P.M. BREAK30 -

I
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W 22.
4: 4 P.M. Shutdown Coolina Bvnass Event at Hooe Creek5) 3: 11 5 -

Nuclear Plant (Open) (JCC/PAB)
TAB 5 ----------------- 5.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman

5.2) Briefing by and discussions with
representatives of the NRC staff
regarding the findings and recommen-
dations of the Special Inspection
Team that evaluated the July 8, 1995
shutdown cooling bypass event at the
Hope Creek Nuclear Plant.

Representatives of the industry will
participate, as appropriate.

.21 4: 35* h
5 2 P.M. BREAK4:45 -

6) - 6:45 P.M. Precaration of ACRS Reports (Open)
Discussion of proposed ACRS reports on:
6.1) Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory

Guide 1.152 (DWM/DHC/MM)
6.2) NAS Report on the Digital IKC Issues

(DWM/DHC/ M)
6.3) Action Plan associated with Metal

Fatigue (RLS/NFD)
6.4) Proposed Resolution of Generic Issue

78, " Monitoring of Fatigue Transient
Limits for the Reactor Coolant
System" (RLS/NFD)

(L,ur - 6: 3o Reconcidtdw)
Friday. October 6, 1995. Conference Room 2B3. Two White Flint North.
Rockville Maryland

/

7) 8:30 - 8:35 A.M. Onenina Ramarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open)
(TSK/SD)

10:00 A.M. Foreion Reactor Events Involvina Human Fac-8) 8:35 -

tor Issues (Open/ Closed) (JCC/NFD)
TAB 8 ---------------- 8.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman

8.2) Briefing by and discussions with
representatives of the NRC staff
regarding foreign reactor events
involving human factor issues.

(Note: A p^rtion of 't'his session
may be closed to discuss information

,

provided in confidence by a foreigni

source.)g
10:00 - 10:15 A.M. BREAK
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9) 10:15 11:'45 A.M. Sunnlamant 5 to Generic Letter 88-20, IPE-

for External Events for Severe Accident
TAB 9 ----------------- Vulnerabilities (Open) (WJL/MME)

9.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman
9.2) Briefing by and discussions with

representatives of the NRC staff
regarding Supplement 5 to Generic
Letter 88-20.

Representatives of the industry will
- participate, as appropriate. |g

|

10) 11;t5 12:00 Naas Recon 111ation of AERR Cnmments and Recom- )
vn e, el +o Thorsdg mendations (Open) (TSK, et.al./SD, et.al.)

Discussion of responses from the NRC Execu-
tive Director for Operations to comments and i
recommendations included in recent ACRS re- ,

-y ports. !
/ o5 15 |

| 12:00 1: 00 P.M. LUNCH-

|

11) tTGO L=*K P.M. Reoort of the Plannina and Procedures-

/f e,3o fag gy Subenmmittee (Open/ Closed) (TSK/JTL)
Report of the Planning and Procedures Sub-
committee on matters related to the conduct
of ACRS business, and organizational and

! personnel matters relating to the ACRS staff
members.

(Note: A portion of this session may be
closed to discuss organizational and person-
nel matters that relate solely to the inter- ;

nal personnel rules and practices of this |
Advisory Committee, and matters the release
of which would constitute a clearly unwar-
ranted invasion of personal privacy.)

25 yr
12) 1:15 - 2: S P.M. Future ACRS Activities (Open) (TSK/SD)

Discussion of the recommendations of the
Planning and Procedures Subcommittee regard-
ing items proposed for consideration by the
full Committee during future meetings.

|
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f) 3:05 (* : 0 * I-

i (ss46 P.M. Precaration of ACRS Reoorts (Open)13 24 -

(Sees - 36 BREAK) - Discussion of proposed ACRS reports
: ' - .h 4S~~ .3 :OS on:

13.1) Propc, sed Revision 1 to Regulatory
Guide 1.152 (DWM/DHC/MM)

13.2) NAS Report on the Digital I&C Issues
(DWM/DHC/MM)

13.3) Action Plan associated with Metal
. Fatigue (RLS/NFD)
l 13.4) Proposed Resolution of Generic

Issue 78, " Monitoring of Fatigue
! Transient Limits for the Reactor

Coolant System" (RLS/NFD)

Saturday. October 7, 1995. Conference Room 2B3. Two White Flint North,
Rockville. Maryland

14) 8: - 10:00 A.M. Prenaration of ACRS Reoorts (Open)
Continue discussion of proposed ACRS reports

| listed under Item 13.

I 40
| 10:30 - 10:15 A.M. BREAK

!

| 15) 10:15 - 12:45 P.M. Strateoic Plannina (Open) (TSK/JTL)
| Discussion of items of significant

importance to NRC, including rebaselining
of the Committee activities for FY 96-97.

1:00 P.M. Miscellaneous (Open) (TSK/JTL)16) 12:45 -
,

Complete discussion of matters considered
'

during this meeting and matters considered i

but not completed during previous meetings I

as time and availability of information
permit.

NOTE: e Presentation time should not exceed 50 percent of the total
time allocated for a specific item. The remaining 50 percent
of the time is reserved for discussion.

e Number of copies of the presentation materials to be provided
35.to the ACRS -

i

;

;
,
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APPENDIX III: MEETING ATTENDEES

' 425TH ACRS MEETING
October 5-6, 1995

NRC STAFF

October 5, 1995

G. Thomas NRC
C. Thomas NRR/DRCH/HAPB
J. Ibarra AEOD/SPD/RAB
L. Beltracchi RES/CIHFB
M. Exrannal NRR/DREM
J. Kramer RES/ DST /CIHFB
R. Brill RES/ DST /CIHFB
J. Persensky RES/ DST /CIHFB
F. Coffman RES/ DST /CIHFB
M. Fleishman OCM/KR
V. Hodge NRR
J. Trapp Region I
T. Scarbrough NRR/DE/EMEB
H. Rathbun NRR/DE/EMEB
E. Weiss NRR/DSSA/SRXB
A. Chaffee NRR/DRDM/PFCB
D. Desaulniers NRR/DRCH/HHFB
R. Jones NRR/DSSA/SRXB
W. Lyon NRR/DSSA/SRXB
D. Jaffee NRR:DRPI/II:PDI-4
J. Staudenmeier NRR/DSSA/SASG
C. Antonescu RES/ DST /CIHFB
R.I. Dennig NRR/DOLPON/PECB
R. Caruso NRR/SASGI
J. Rosenthal AEOD/SPD/RAB
J. Craig RES/DET
J. Vora RES/DET/EMMEB
J. Kran RES/DET/CIHFB
R. Brill RES/DET/CIHFB ,

C. Hoxie IRM/TA '

S. Dinsmore SPSB
J.N. Sorensen OCM/KR
W. Hodges RES/ DST
D. Morrison RES
C. Ader RES/ DST /aEB
L. Soffer EDO
J. Murphy RES
A. Rubin RES/ DST
N. Costanzi RES/DRA
C. Tinkler RES/ DST
P.T. Kuo NRR/PDLR
J. Shannon RI
J. Cortez RES

.
- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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J.. Stewart NRR
J.-Wermiel. NRR/DRCH/HICB
J. Gallagher NRR/DRCH/HICB

NRR/DRCHB. Boger
,

, October 6, 1995

C. Thomas NRR/DRCH/HHFB
C. Rossi AEOD/SPD

l J. Rosenthal AEOD/SPD/RAB
M. Drouin RES/ DST /PRAB
W. Hodges RES/ DST
R. Kenneally RES/DET/SGEB
L. Soffer EDO
N. Chokshi RES/DET/SGEB

! R. Kornasiewicz RES/DET/SGEB
J. Chen RES/ DST /PRAB
M. Check NRR/DSSA/SPSB
S. Dinsmore. SPSB
J.A. Murphy RES
J.'Krumm RES/DSF/CIHFB
R. Brill RES/ DST /CIHFB

ATTENDEES FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC

October 5, 1995

K. Elliott NUS
M.E. Strand Scientech
A. Wyche SERCH Licensing /Bechtel
D. Jackson STS
D.M. Chapin Chair, Nat'l Research Council I&C Study Comm.
T. Wilson National Research Council ;

P. Negus GE '

C. Bauer PSEG
C.L. Tully PSE&G

October 6, 1995

F. Zikria NUS

I

|
|

|

|
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APPENDIX V j

LIST OF DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO THE COMMITTEE |

[ Note: Some documents listed below may have been provided or
prepared for Committee use only. These documents must be ,

reviewed prior to release to the public.) )
l

MEETING RANDOUTS |

AGENDA DOCUMENTS
ITEM NO.

1. Openino Remarks by the ACRS Chairman

1. Introductory Statement of the ACRS Chairman, dated
October 5, 1995

2. Press Release No. 95-123, dated October 3, 1995: NRC
Advisory Group Schedules Meeting on Watts Bar Nuclear
Power Plant.

|

3. Memorandum to All NRC Employees from James M. Taylor,
Executive Director for Operations: FY 1996

| Appropriations.
|
'

2. ProDosed Final Revision 1 to Reculatory Guide 1.152.
" Criteria for Dicital ComDutera_in Safety Systems of Nuclear
Power Plants"

4. Regulatory Guide 1.152, Rev. 1: Criteria for Digital
Computers in Safety Systems, dated October 5, 1995,
presented by Satish Aggarwal, RES (Viewgraphs]

3. Meetina with the Director of the Office of Nuclear
Reculatory Research (RES) |

5. Plans and Priorities, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Research, October 5, 1995, presented by David L. 1

Morrison, Director (Viewgraphs] |

| 6. Contract Funding Patterns - Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES), undated (Viewgraphs]i

7. NRC's Research Program, Discussion with Advisory
Committee of Reactor Safeguards, presented by David L.'

Morrison, Director, RES, dated October 5, 1995
(Viewgraphs]

8. High Burnup Fuel: Issues and Research Activities,
dated October 5, 1995, presented by Ralph Meyer, RES
[Viewgraphs)
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Appendix V 2
4-14th ACRS Meeting

NAS

9. Risk-Oriented Performance-Based Regulation,
Presentation to ACRS by Joseph A. Murphy, RES, dated
October 5, 1995 [Viewgraphs, but not presented]

10. Outstanding Research Issues Remaining for Advanced
Plants, undated, presented by Wayne Hodges, RES
[Viewgraphs]

11. Severe Accident Closure, undated, presented by Charles
Ader, RES [Viewgraphs] r

12. Maintenance of Technical Capability, dated October 5,
1995, by John Craig, RES [Viewgraphs, but not
presented]

4. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and Enaineerina Study on
Acolication of Dicital Instrumentation and Control (I&C)
Technoloav to Nuclear Power Plants

13. Digital Instrumentation and Control Systems in Nuclear
Power Plant Operations and Dafety: . Safety and
Reliability Issues, National Academy of Sciences, dated
October 4, 1995, presented by Douglas M. Chapin,
Committee Chairman [Viewgraphs]

5. Shutdown Coolina Bvoass Event at Hooe Creek Nuclear Plant

14. ACRS Presentation on Hope Creek: Partial Core Flow
Bypass During Shutdown, dated October 5, 1995,

,

| preuented by Jim Trappe, Region I, and Vern Hodge, NRR '

! [Viewgraphs]

15. NRC Information Notice 95-47: Unexpected Opening of a
Safety / Relief Valve and Complication Involving

; Suppression Pool Cooling Strainer Blockage, datedi

October 4, 1995 (Limerick Unit 1) [ Handout]j

8. Foreian Reactor Events Involvina Human Factor Issues

i 16. Operator Response to Transients: Presentations Made at
| Annual Meeting of NEA-CSNI-Principal Working Group #1, i

| dated September 19-21, 1995, presented by Denny Ross, i

AEOD. [ Handout] (This document contains proprietary |
information and must have prior approval before release
to the public.)

:
'

9. Sucolement 5 to Generic Letter 88-20, IPE for External
Events for Severe Accident Vulnerability

i

17. Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 5, " Individual Plant

___
- -
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Appendix V 3
-444th ACRS Meeting
4A5

Examination of External Events (IPEEE) for Severe
Accident Vulnerabilities," dated October 6, 1995,
presented by John T. Chen, RES [Viewgraphs]

10. Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations

18. Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations
[ Handout #10.1]

11. Reoort of the Planninc and Procedures Subcommittee

19. Final Draft Minutes of Planning and Procedures
Subcommittee Meeting - October 4, 1995 [ Handout #11.1]

12. Future ACRS Activities

20. Future ACRS Activities - 426th ACRS Meeting, November
2-4, 1995 [ Handout #12.1]
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Appendix V 4
| 44Eth ACRS Meeting

4'.25

MEETING NOTEBOOK CONTENTS
|

IAH DOCUMENTS ]
|

2. Procosed Final Revision 1 to Reculatorv Guide 1.152. I

" Criteria for Dioital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear
Power Plants"

!

1. Table of Contents
2. Tentative Agenda
3. Project Status Report, dated October 5, 1995
4. Memorandum to John T. Larkins, Executive Director,

ACRS, from David L. Morrison, Director, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research, dated September 1, 1995:
Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.152, " Criteria for
Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Plants" (Effcetive Guide)

5. Regulatory Guide 1.152, Revision 1, dated September
1995: Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety Systems I

of Nuclear Power Plants.
6. IEEE Standard Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety

Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations, IEEE
Standard 7-4-3-2-1993, Approved September 15, 1993.

3. Meetina with the Director of the Office of Nuclear I

Reculatory Research (RES)

7. Table of Contents |

8. Tentative Agenda )
9. Project Status Report, dated October 5, 1995 |

10. Memorandum from John T. Larkins, Executive Director,
ACRS, to David L. Morrison, Director, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, dated September 20, 1995: ACRS
Meeting with Director of Research on October 5, 1995,
Rockville, Maryland.

4. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and Enoineerina Study on
Aeolication of Dioital Instrumentation and Control (I&C)
Technoloav to Nuclear Power Plants

11. Table of Contents
12. Tentative Agenda
13. Project Status Report, dated October 5, 1995

i 14. Memorandum from Ivan Selin, Chairman, NRC, to NRC
1 Commissioners, dated December 2, 1993: Computers in

Nuclear Power Plant Operations.
15. Memorandum from Ivan Selin, Chairman, NRC, to NRC

Commissioners, to James M. Taylor, Executive Director
i for Operations, undated: Computers in Nuclear Power
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Plant Operations.
16. Report to Ivan Selin, Chairman, NRC, from T.S. Kress,

Chairman, ECRS, dated July 14, 1994: Proposed National
Academy of Sciences / National Research Council Study and
Workshop on Digital Instrumentation and Control
Systems.

5. Shutdown Coolina Bveass Event at Hooe Creek Nuclear Plant

17. Table of Contents
18. Tentative Agenda
19. Project Status Report, dated October 5, 1995
20. Letter from James T. Wiggins, Director, Division of

Reactor Safety, to Leon R. Eliason, Public Service
Electric and Gas Company, dated September 25, 1995:
Special Team Inspection to Review Shutdown Cooling
Bypass Event (Inspection Report No. 50-354/95-81)

21. Memorandum from M. Markley, ACRS Staff, to J. Carroll,
Chairman, Plant Operations Subcommittee, ACRS, dated
September 22, 1995: NRR Operatng Reactors Event *

Briefing 95-11, September 13, 1995, Rockville,
Maryland.

22. NRC Generic Letter 95-07: Pressure Locking and Thermal
Binding of Safety-Related Power-Operated Gate Valves,
dated August 17, 1995.

8. Foreicn Reactor Events Involvinc Human Factor Issues

23. Table of Contents
24. Tentative Agenda
25. Project Status Report, dated October 6, 1995

|

9. Sucolement 5 to Generic Letter 88-20. IPE for External |

Events for Severe Accident Vulnerability |

26. Table of Contents
27. Tentative Agenda (
28. Project Status Report, dated October 6, 1995 |

29. Generic Letter No. 88-20, Supplement 4: Individual |
Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) for Severe
Accident Vulnerabilities - 10 CFR 50. 54 (f) , dated June
28, 1995

30. Staff Requirements Memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary to James M. Taylor, Executive Director for
Operations, dated May 10, 1990: SECY-90-104 - Role of
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) in Assessing
Industry Status with respect to the Commission's Safety
Goal Policy

31. Report from David A. Ward, Chairman, ACRS, to Kenneth
M. Carr, Chairman, NRC, dated February 12, 1991:
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Proposed Supplement 4 to Generic Letter.88-20,
Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE)
for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities - 10 CFR 50.54 (f)

32. SECY-95-213, dated August 17, 1995: Proposed NRC
Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 5 Titled " Individual
Plant Examination of External Events for Severe
Accident Vulnerabilities"

33. Federal Register Notice dated January 30, 1995:
Proposed Generic Communication, Supplement 5 to Generic

j Letter 88-20, " Individual Plant Examination of External
| Events (IPEEE) for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities"
|

|
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